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1. Terminology in museums   

Although terminology can seem like a very complex and technical area of work, in reality it is 
very simple - using agreed words (terms) to describe 'stuff'.  

1.1 Using terminology 

Museums are likely to use terminology in two ways: 

Object terminology  

This concerns the range of information that is needed to describe objects and their 
associations (e.g. people, places, and events). 

There are many published terminologies covering: object names, materials, locations, artists 
and makers, subjects, and historical periods. 

Collections management terminology  

This covers the range of information needed to describe the management of objects whilst 
they are in the care of the museum (e.g. how the object was acquired, where it is, what 
condition it is in, or how it is being used.). 

There are fewer published terminologies for this type of information. A museum will need to 
construct some of their own (e.g. storage and display locations). 

1.2 How it affects the work of the museum 

Here are some situations where the use of agreed terminologies is useful:  

Staff and volunteers cataloguing the collection  

A member of the team is asked to catalogue a collection of similar objects. They need to 
know what words to type into the boxes on the computer screen. Giving them guidance 
through use of terminology reduces the scope for variability of recording, makes the 
information more searchable, and so improves access.  
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Conservator condition checking an object  

A conservator, describing the condition of objects uses a set of agreed terms, which have 
agreed specific meanings. This will allow others to use that information accurately without 
having to look at the objects themselves.  

Education officer writing an activity sheet  

An education officer needs to find relevant material to illustrate the sheet. Using agreed 
subject terminology to describe objects will make the search easier and will enable a non-
specialist to understand the collection better.  

2. What is terminology control? 

Terminology control refers to the standardisation of the terms used. If terms used are 
standardised when information is entered into a documentation system, it will be easier to 
retrieve information through a search.  

For example, a small three-dimensional ceramic representation of a person or animal may 
be referred to as a ‘statuette’, a ‘figurine’ a ‘model figure’ or a ‘Staffordshire figure’. If all of 
these terms are used randomly when cataloguing this object and others like it, all 
possibilities will have to be searched when trying to retrieve information. 

3. Why is terminology control important? 

Standardising the use of terminologies within an organisation is a classic change-
management process. It requires both investment, in the form of time and capital 
expenditure, and buy-in from staff. The return on this investment, however, can be 
significant. If constructing a business case for the application of terminology consider: 

3.1 Direct benefits 

• Ability to retrieve information quickly and simply. 

• Cost-savings in staff time spent re-classifying or mining uncategorised material. 

• Greater confidence in your information. 

• Improved flow of information between areas of curatorial expertise or departments. 

• A standards-compliant approach which supports applications for Museum 
Accreditation. 

3.2 Indirect benefits  

• Greater clarity to funders about the extent and content of your collections. 

• Better-managed intellectual property leading to greater opportunities for commercial 
activity. 

• Enhanced ability to publish information and to make your collections visible online. 

• Ability to share your information through portals, local networks etc. 

• Ensuring that knowledge is retained and used effectively over time and in spite of 
changes in staffing.  
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4. Which information needs to be controlled? 

Information or data is stored in fields in the catalogue record. Terminology control can be 
applied to data in any field that you want to index. You can use any words you like in free-
text fields that you will not be creating indexes for.  

If you are still using a manual cataloguing and indexing system you can take a more 
pragmatic approach as there is a limit to the number of individual indexes which can be 
manually maintained. However, it is important to remember that today's index cards are 
tomorrow's computer records. 

Whichever collections management system you use, manual or electronic, you may need to 
think about syntax when deciding on the terms you are going to use, to ensure accurate 
indexing and retrieval. Syntax control is about standardising the format or order in which 
terms are recorded. For example, when recording personal and corporate names, place 
names, and dates the actual words to be used are well defined but the sequence in which 
they can be expressed can be inconsistent. For example, the alternatives 'Mr F. Bloggs' and 
'Fred Bloggs' are both acceptable in normal usage but would be filed in different places in an 
alphabetical index.  

5. Types of terminology 

5.1 What is a term list? 

A term list is a list of approved and controlled terms for use in the recording of data. Term 
lists might cover any type of data, such as:  

• Object names. 

• Subjects.  

• Object materials.  

• Roles 

• Activities  

• Geographical locations 

• Locations in the museum 

A term list will include all the possible names under which a concept is known, and express 
which terms are 'preferred' as opposed to 'non-preferred'. For example:  

Paperback USE book 

Book USE FOR paperback 

5.2 What is a thesaurus? 

A thesaurus is a more highly structured form of term list which is able to represent complex 
relationships between terms. It has a hierarchical structure, each branch of the tree 
developing into increasingly specific terms. 
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For example: 

 costume    

 footwear    

  boot   

   riding boot  

   walking boot  

   wellington boot  

  patten   

  shoe   

   carpet slipper  

   overshoe  

   plimsoll  

   sandal  

   walking shoe  

For any given term there can be a Broader Term (BT) or a Narrower Term (NT). When using 
a thesaurus you should select the narrowest possible term which describes the concept you 
are trying to express. To help you to do this, many thesauri have a Scope Note (SN) for each 
term. These help to describe the concept expressed in the term. 

For example:  

SN Outer foot covering not reaching above the ankle. Includes additional footwear worn over 
normal outer foot covering such as overshoe. For devices to raise the foot clear of mud see 
'patten'. 

BT footwear 

NT carpet slipper; gym shoe; overshoe; plimsoll; sandal; walking shoe 

Sometimes terms will be related to each other, although they will not necessarily express the 
same concept. These are shown as Related Terms (RT). 

For example:  shoe 

BT footwear 

RT shoemaking 

5.3 What is a classification system? 

A classification system provides terms to assign objects to larger groupings. This is useful if 
you need to search for all items which share a particular attribute but may have very different 
object names. For example, you may want to find all the items relating to ‘pubs’ in your 
collection. It would be tedious to have to make a list of all the possible objects and then 
search for them individually, e.g. ‘glasses’, ‘beer mats’, ‘photographs’, ‘furniture’. If you have 
used a classification system you can look under 'pubs' and find the information you are 
looking for in one place.  
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The Social History and Industrial Classification (SHIC) is a commonly used museum 
classification system. SHIC does not provide lists of object names, but rather is intended to 
allow the grouping together of objects, images, and anything else which belong to the same 
area of human activity. It does not group material by generic type. 

It is a decimal classification system which takes as its starting point four Sections: 

1.Community Life 
2. Domestic and Family Life 
3. Personal Life Working Life 
4. Working Life 

The classification becomes increasingly specific the more decimal places are used. For 
instance, in the example given in SHIC's introduction, a cabinet-maker's hammer could be 
classified as follows: 

4. Working Life 
4.5 Manufacturing industries not elsewhere specified 
4.56 Timber and wooden furniture industries 
4.565 Wooden and upholstered furniture and shop and office fittings 
4.5654 Wooden cabinet work and components for furniture 

6. How do I create or choose a terminology? 

If you do not have any terminology control in place you have three options: 

• Use an existing term list/thesauri/classification.  

• Adapt an existing term list/thesauri/classification.  

• Create your own term list/thesauri/classification.  

It is always advisable to use an existing published terminology if possible, as it is cheaper 
and most of the work will already have been done for you. Even if you cannot find exactly 
what you want, you may be able to adapt an existing terminology to cover your own 
collection.  

Begin by finding out how museums with similar collections to yours control their terminology 
– what do they use and how well does it fit their purpose? Also, talk to the other users of 
your collections management software to find out what they use - some terminologies have 
been adapted for use with particular collections management software packages.  

A number of thesauri have been created and published by special interest groups, with the 
needs of museums and galleries in mind.  

A selection of published terminologies can be found on the Collections Trust website: 

https://collectionstrust.org.uk/terminologies/  
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Only consider developing your own terminology if there is nothing comparable. However, the 
complexity, time and tedium involved in constructing a thesaurus from scratch should not be 
underestimated! You could also consider that there may be other organisations who would 
be willing to contribute to the work on a consortium basis.  

7. Terminology, your museum’s documentation procedural manual, 
and CMS 

Your museum’s documentation procedural manual should contain references to the name, 
location, and purpose of any terminology resources you use in your documentation system.  

Many modern collection management systems (CMS) enable the use of terminologies by 
embedding them in the system. These can be existing, published, terminologies, or allow 
you to define your own. However note the previous section for the dangers of doing this. 

 

 


